Cisco Exam Questions 700-751
Cisco SMB Product and Positioning Technical Overview
NEW QUESTION 1
Which two statements proves that Cisco UCS C125 M5 rack server node provides more performance? (Choose two.)

A. 20% more cores per rack than our most dense rack servers
B. 20% more storage per rack than our most dense rack servers
C. 128% more servers per rack than our most dense rack servers
D. 50% more servers per rack than our most dense rack servers
E. 188% more cores per rack than our most dense rack servers

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 2
What are the two main reasons for deploying small-medium Wi-Fi solutions? (Choose two.)

A. Separate guest traffic from production traffic at reasonable OpEx
B. Simplify deployment for organizations with limited IT staff
C. Provide single pane of glass for routing and switching
D. Need to identify potentially malicious rogue devices or users
E. Obtain enterprise-class solution features at the SMB price

Answer: AE

NEW QUESTION 3
How does Catalyst Access Switching provide two improved workforce experiences? (Choose two.)

A. Manual configuration of end devices
B. Controller-based management
C. Core data center deployments
D. Internet of things, such as, flexible workspace (open office, branch office, conference and classrooms)
E. Flexible workspace

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 4
What are two ways that MX security appliances achieve automatic failover and high availability? (Choose two.)

A. Warm spare (using VRRP)
B. Always on (availability groups)
C. Redundant gateways (using HSRP)
D. Survivable Remote Site Technology (SRST)
E. Dual redundant uplink support (multiple ISPs)

Answer: AE

NEW QUESTION 5
Which is a K-12 feature supported in Mobility Express?

A. CMX Cloud support
B. Guest WLAN enhancements
C. mDNS Gateway
D. Schedule WLAN
E. Expert View in the WebUI

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 6
Which two statements best highlight Cisco’s commitment to partners and customers? (Choose two.)

A. Cisco works closely with leading research institutions and lets them take the lead in the development of enterprise security solutions.
B. Cisco has the most comprehensive portfolio in the networking industry to help connect, collaborate, compute, and protect your customer's business.
C. Cisco shapes the future of the Internet by creating opportunity for investors and ecosystem partners.
D. Cisco's investment in R&D to maintain first-to-market approach for innovative technologies and solutions.
E. Cisco leads in the invention and development of the industry's most advanced machine learning platform.

Answer: BD

NEW QUESTION 7
Which are the two advantages of having Direct Internet Access? (Choose two.)

A. Threat mitigation techniques
B. Leverage local internet path
C. Protects remote employees
D. Secure WAN transport
E. Limits guest Wi-Fi at the branch

Answer: BD
NEW QUESTION 8
Which two products are considered a part of the Cisco Meraki full stack? (Choose two.)

A. MR wireless access points
B. UCS servers
C. MX security appliances
D. Aironet wireless access points
E. Catalyst switches

Answer: CE

Explanation:
https://meraki.cisco.com/blog/tag/fullstack/

NEW QUESTION 9
Which two features of the Cisco catalyst 1100 ISR router deliver a high performance and high-quality experience? (Choose two.)

A. Unified communications with series build apps for Cisco TDM
B. WAN and application optimization with WAAS
C. Mobility express to simplify wireless deployment and operation
D. 802.11 ac Wi-Fi support
E. Application hosting

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 10
Which two tools allow administrators to maximize the security of their Dashboard management accounts? (Choose two.)

A. Local (direct) access only policies
B. Captcha challenge-response tests
C. Role-based administration
D. Two-factor authentication
E. Biometric authentication

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 11
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